Hope is a good breakfast, but a poor supper.
Hope is a good breakfast, but a poor supper.
-Francis Bacon
A mericans have made state lotteries a part of their civic lives. When New Hampshire introduced the first state lottery in 1964, no one could have predicted that today two-thirds of all Americans could take part in their state's lottery, participate in multi-state "powerball" games, or playa variety of scratch-off or video-display games modeled on keno, blackjack, and other casino or card games. As of 1999, 37 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands have inaugurated some form of statesupported gambling program. Each year, Americans spend over $36 billion on gambling activities-nearly ten times more than is spent at the movie box office.
The popularity of gambling does not, however, lessen the unease many Americans feel about the role states playas sponsors of lotteries. Critics worry that states in some way cheat citizens. Yet they have a hard time identifying what is fraudulent about state sponsorship or promotion. In his classic work Swindling and Selling, legal theorist Arthur Leff points out a number of similarities between swindles and legitimate sales transactions. He nevertheless concludes that "a lottery is not a swindle if for a dollar ticket, it pays off nothing to 99,999 wagerers, so long as one gets the promised $100,000." Those who support the notion of state lotteries often rely on an insight similar to LeWs: because lotteries do what they claim-make the promised payout (assuming a properly randomized drawing)-one has taken part in a sale, not a swindle. Critics of statesponsored lotteries, by contrast, commonly follow up their intuition that lotteries are unfair by looking at how they are marketed. They do not claim lotteries are unfair because they are fixed (although this certainly has happened, most recently in Pennsylvania). Rather, critics believe that deceptive advertising is the source of fraud. For instance, advertising greatly exaggerates the happiness associated with winning, or encourages prospective players to disregard the vanishingly small odds of success.
Both opponents and proponents seem to have misunderstood the problem, however. One cannot conclude that lotteries are sales transactions simply because fair procedures of play lead to a winner. But one also cannot conclude that lotteries are swindles simply because advertising promotes play. I will argue that lotteries fail as legitimate sales transactions because the state fundamentally misrepresents their nature. States falsely claim that lotteries are prudent financial tools and tha t they promote worthy social causes such as education and care for the elderly. Although advertising often is the conveyer of these claims, I do not argue that the source of the swindle lies simply in the promotional aspects of lotteries. Instead, I suggest that if a lottery is claimed to be something that it is not, then one has been swindled, regardless of what one gets for one's money and regardless of whether the false claim is conveyed in a flashy television ad or a sober government report. Therefore, although there indeed may be a winner, all Each year, Americans spettd over $36 billion on gambling activities-nearly ten times more titan is spent at tile movie box office.
citizens are swindled by state lotteries. Furthermore, states exercise monopolistic power in legalizing lotteries. They also enjoy considerable moral authority, entrusted by citizens to act for the common good. States abuse their unique power and authority in order to effect their deception.
The first part of this essay explores the role of advertising in promoting lotteries. The second part evaluates the claim that lotteries are prudent financial management tools and that they promote worthy goals. The concluding section examines how states rely on their monopolistic power and moral authority to successfully promote lotteries .
The Power of States to Promote Lotteries
One cannot simply look to advertisements of lotteries in order to decide whether lotteries are sales transactions or swindles. It is true that state lottery offices run less as an arm of governlnent and more like a business, with marketing departments which treat the promotion of its lottery products as an indispensable part of its work. Promotional opportunities abound: advertisements can be found on television, radio, in newspapers and magazines, on billboards and posters, and at venues of sale. In fact, America's inhabitants are exposed to lottery advertisements of one form or another more than any other type of m essage, including state-sponsored public service messages.
Critics of state lotteries look to the inaccuracies and inducements in advertisements to form the nexus of their claim that lotteries are swindles. instance, that advertising encourages superstitious beliefs, since false causality commonly underlies such advertising appeals. New York's campaign: "You Can't Win if You Don't Play," Virginia's "You Never Know," and Maryland's ''Play Today. Cash Tonight," are prominent exa mples. Television spots sponsored by Maryland feature a fairy, accoutered in Cinderella dress and startopped wand. The advertisements suggest that lotteries can be foretold and that one might be chosen to win by a controlling entity, in this case a cheerful fairy. Further, critics point out that fantasy is also used to encourage individuals to dwell on what it is to be rich, lending legitimacy to the wish to escape the workaday world.
Although one might reasonably find suspect the variety of suggestive appeals used to promote lotteries, one cannot conclude from these elements that lotteries are swindles. Two points are worth keeping in mind. Similar appeals are made in many types of advertising, and one need not rush down the slippery slope to the conclusion that nearly all advertising promotes a swindle. Mos t importantly, the effectiveness of a product remains undiminished, even if its advertisements rely on emotional manipulation. For instance, television ads for the campaign, ''Milk. It Does a Body Good," display plenty of washboard abdomens and bikini-clad hips. While it is true that much advertising methodically blurs the distinction of the product as a necessary but not sufficient condition for its outstanding effects, the products advertised are minimally effective. Milk is a healthful food, even if 1 cannot count on milk drinking alone to have me in a bikini by summer.
This point leads us to the camp of the lottery supporter, who concedes that lottery winners may not live charmed lives ever after. Regardless of the inducements to purchase tickets, however, there is at least one prizewinner-which is Leff's point precisely.
But is Leff's contention, that because lotteries produce winners they are sales transactions, any more sound than the view of lottery opponents, whose arguments relied on the power of marketing appeals? Just as one cannot conclude so quickly that state-sponsored lotteries are swindles based on grumblings about their advertising methods, one cannot conclude at this point that lotteries are sales either. Consider the case of a man who purchases a tie in order to match his new suit. If he buys a rayon tie that was hawked as "genuine silk," then he has been cheated, even though the tie can serve the intended purpose of accompanying his new suit. Because he has purchased something other than what he agreed to, he is swindled. Concerning state lotteries, I suggest that if people are encouraged to believe that they are buying one product when they are really buying another, then we must conclude that a swindle has indeed taken place.
Two False Claims Concerning the Benefits of Lotteries
The state-supported lottery offers a prudent personal investment strategy. To determine whether lotteries offer legitimate sales transactions or a swindle, one must examine what one actually is "buying." The introduction of the state-supported lottery commonly is justified by pointing to its role as promoting both worthy personal goals and socially beneficial economic goals. Lotteries are frequently compared with If people are encouraged to believe that they are buying aile product when they are really buying another, theu a swilldle liaS takel/ place. risky investments, no more perilous or unreasonable than making purchases in the stock market. The investment metaphor exte nds even farther: people are encouraged in their belief that the habit of buying lottery tickets is as routine-and prudential-as making bank deposits . [n fact, the formats of some games encourage precisely this view. Market research shows that very small prizes, those of two to five dollars are usually "reinvested" immediately by individuals who buy more tickets with their winnings. How lotteries are packaged also reinforces an investment 111entality. For instance, instant games commonly are bundled into perforated strips of three games, encouraging an individual to think she is getting good value for her money ("three tickets for the price of one"). When lotteries mimic businesses, players are, to use social scientist Erving Goffman's term, "altercast" in the role of the prudent investor: the steady Friday "investor" in lotto, the dutiful and disciplined "re-investor" in the next scratch-off game using the winnings of this one.
Further, a variety of promotional advertising encourages citizens to believe that their participation in the state lottery is a prudent financial investment. Such about one's capacity for making educated guesses, and to deny the extent of randomness or serendipity in the world. These mistaken beliefs are necessary to accept the false claim that lotteries are prudent financial investments. Oregon's campaign: "There's No Such Thing as a Losing Ticket," for instance, deflects individuals from the thought that in alllikeWlOod they will lose the purchase price of their tickets. Instead, they are encouraged in their belief that play allows only for gain and therefore is risk free. (New York's "You Can't Win if You Don't Play" and Maryland's "Play Today. Cash Tonight" also encourage the belief that playing carries no risk of losing.) Some promotions encourage the consumer to believe that she is "closer" to winning because she has faithfully played the same number every day. Or, she might believe her chances of winning are higher because she buys her ticket at the same gas station that sold the last winning ticket. Other promotions encourage the consumer to believe that what appear to be chance events are actually under his control. For instance, recent promotions in New York depict a person who spies numbers in his bowl of noodle soup and in the curls of a fellow bus passenger's hair. These advertisements deflect viewers from considering the random nature of winning lottery numbers. Instead, they are encouraged to believe that winning simply requires observing one's srnroundings and acting on one's "knowledge." Finally, even the amount of advertising one is exposed to increases confidence in the occurrence of unlikely events. For instance, student lottery players well acquainted with lottery advertiSing reported that they did not believe the games were fair and honest; they insisted, nonetheless, that they had a "good chance" of winning.
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The state-supported lottery furthers worthy social goals. Lotteries are also presen ted as promoting worthy social goals. The Jamestown colony and the building of King's College (later Columbia University) are but two prominent examples of endeavors funded by lotteries. In the early days of the state-sponsored lottery, after 1964, it was claimed that lottery revenues would fund enrichment programs for education and for the elderly. Players are still encouraged to consider their participation as the good citizen's contribution to worthy "supplemental" social programs, viewing their gambling as "buying," "paying for," "contributing toward" commendable social goals. These appeals have been successful. Citizens purchase more lottery products than they pay in tuition and fees at their respective state colleges and universities, and they spend more on lotteries than on state liquor, utilities, and hospitals. Lottery revenues exceed even those obtained from taxation of tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, parimutuels, and from property taxes.
The claim that lotteries advance worthy social goals is problematic. Little earmarking actually takes place in revenue allocation. Most state lottery revenues are not earmarked at all and go straight into the general fund, or they are earmarked for such broad purposes as "economic development" or "tax relief./I Even in that minority of cases in which revenues do not go into the general fund, it is still questionable whether lottery revenues were needed to fund the "supplemental" programs cited. Fully half of the states that adopted lotteries did so at a Players are encouraged to view tlreir gambling as contributing toward commendable social goals.
time when they had above-average rates of revenue increase from other sources. Finally, one can only speculate whether revenues for these programs were increased at all by the addition of lottery profits, or perhaps previous sources of revenue simply were eliminated. Every state with a lottery is operating in effect as a legal monopoly, granting itself the sole right to provide lottery games within its borders. But actual revenues decrease over time. Administrative expenses rise as new games continually must be developed to maintain the public'S interest in playing. Players also tend to funnel dollars from one lottery to another and from one state to another in search of larger jackpots. Since lottery tickets are not taxed, money used for lottery play is not spent on other consumer goods or taxable items. Consequently>--by some accounts, states might forfeit nearly one-quarter of their lottery profits indirectly through impact on other SOlUces of revenue. Lotteries are an inefficient" means of promoting worthy social goals for other reasons. Charitable giving decreases with lottery play, and in lower income households the price of lottery ti ckets is offset by reductions in grocery and utility expenditures. Further, a minority of the citizenry buys the majority of tickets. A study of lottery play among income classes in Maryland found that adults in the under $10,000 income group spent nearly three times more than those earning $50,000 or more. (In fact, twenty percent of players account for sixty-five percent of the total amounts wagered, and ten percent of players account for half.)
Lotteries as Free-Ride Tax Relief
If state lotteries are poor mechanisms for personal financial management, if they provide little funding for worthy social programs, and if in fact they rely on low-income players for their revenues, then what can we conclude regarding the actual nature of such lotteries? In short, what is one "buying" with the statesupported lottery? In fa ct, lotteries exist not to fund enrichment programs but to avoid tax increases and ta xa tion altogether. Since state revenue sources tend to decline in proportion to the growth of lottery revenue, the survival of services increasingly depends on funds generated by lotteries. Through time, actual funding of even necessary programs decreases, and states must more aggressively advertise lotteries to offset a plateau in revenues and to a void raising or instituting other forms of ta xation. Jack Gordon, sponsor of a lottery bill in the Florida Senate in 1985, hints at this unpleasant reality: "There is no question in my mind that a personal income tax would be a lTIOre efficient way of getting money. The question is, w ho is going to pass it? Not me .. . every time we talk about a tax, people say try a lottery." Although lotteries fail as efficient personal or social financiallnanagement tools, they do succeed as an expedient political tool.
The free rider dilemma is most generally framed as a problem of a selfish-or even thoughtless-few partaking of a common good that requires voluntary contribution to preserve it. Even w hen lottery revenues support govenmlental programs, it is the lowest income groups that pay the largest percentage of their income to play and w ho receive the lea st benefit. For instance, the poor use services such as higher education to a lesser extent than do the moderately well off. Citizens who seldom or never play, particularly if they are in the moderate-or upper-income groups, receive more value in services, gaining the most benefit of tax relief.
In all likelihood, most who refrain from play do not intend to free ride. Some nonplayers might simply believe that their actions-whether they play or notare too inconsequential to effect any larger group. Others might be follow ing the logic of the "su cker effect;" they fear others will benefit more from their lottery play than they them selves can hope to gain. Still other non players might believe that their enjoyment of goods and services funded by lottery play is d eserved because their contributions to society takes other forms. While I certainly w ould not require every citizen to be know ledgeable about the fi scal realities that underlie state sponsorship of lotteries, the awareness of free riding is less importan t than its existence. More disturbing is that states themselves frame and shape the beliefs of the free rider by allow ing her to believe lottery revenue to some extent increases the funding of social need s and worthy goals, but in any case these n eed s and goals are funded by state revenues. Most worrisome, finally, is that state-supported lotteries permit abrogation of one's responsibility to contribute to the common good. Seen in this light, state-su pported lotteries erode citizenship in two ways: the non-player enjoys goods and services for w hich she has made little or no contribution. More importantly, she may begin to think of h er contributions to the w ider community as optional and, in fact, acts of supererogation.
States claim falsely that lotteries are prudent investment tools and that they achieve w orthy social goals. Instead, they offer free-rider tax relief. It seems, therefore, that lotteries are not the "painless tax" one might initially believe them to be. The lottery tax system e xtracts w hat little money the poor do possess and, through ever-decreasing direct taxation, also allows the social sphere to abrogate its responsibility for providing basic services. LeWs conclusion that lotteries are simply a means of producing one w inner, aITIong an indefinite number of losers, must be abandoned.
States Exercise Monop olistic Power and Abuse Th eir Moral Authority
States with lotteries operate as legal monopolies, granting them selves the sale right to provide lottery games w itlUn their borders. To maintain interest in play, states find they must continually create new games and produce new advertisements for existing games. While these efforts are costly, there is yet another cost to monopoly power-a moral cost. Sta tes rep eatedly assail citizens w ith advertisements that present false cl aims. States al so deliberately encourage citizens to draw mistaken or unrealistic judgments about lotteries.
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Some might argue that, on balance, state lotteries are harmless pastimes, but if a person cannot afford to participate in them, then he or she should make the judgement to refrain from play. Others have accepted lotteries as a reality of American life and look to w ays of minimizing the social costs of lotteries. Political philosophers William Galston and David Wa sserman, for instance, argue for a stra tegy of "containment." Among other proposals, they suggest a moratorium on the introduction of n ew lottery games, and the elimination of non-infornlational advertising as practical ways to minimize harm. Such approaches to lotteries are reasonable, since it would be naIve, if not paternalistic, to su ggest that p eople could be ma de to consistently act in their own best interest, or that they would cease gambling if only states abandoned lotteries.
N onetheless, I find it improper for a sovereign authority to create a device dependent on deceit and more improper still to conclude that those who are harmed have acted freely to their own detriment and therefore bear the moral responsibility for those harms. N early four centuries ago the political philosopher Thomas Hobbes discouraged a civic life that relies on a duplicitous relationship betw een s tate and citizen. Although "force and fraud are in [the state of nature] the two cardinal virtues," the state is created for the good of the p eople. Furthermore, he argues, the state has a responsibility to act in a "perspicuous" w ay for the good of the citizenry.
Perhaps you have tossed coins in the cup of a man dressed in monks' robes, believing your d onation w ould benefit the monk' s order or support its good w orks. None of. this may be true, and you might come to find out that the man m erely poses as a monk, and that he squanders all the money he receives. Pretending to be a cleric is an added injury, since effecti ve impersonation violates trust and diminishes the good reputation of the genuine article. Similarly, states with lotteries doubly harm their citi zens: not only are lottery proceeds not u sed for the purposes claimed, but states w ith lotteries also abuse their trust as agents for the common good.
"Robert Shiller's terrific new book ... makes a powerful case that the soaring stock market of recent years is a huge, accidental Ponzi scheme in progress, one that will come to a very bad end .... It's a book that I hope many people will read." Shiller, a respected expert on market volatility, offers an unconventional interpretation of recent U.S. stock market highs and shows that Alan Greenspan's term "irrational exuberance" is a good description of the mood behind the market. He warns that PQorer performance may be in the offing and tells us how we-as a country and individually-can respond.
Shiller analyzes the structural and psychological factors that explain why the Dow Jones Industrial Average tripled between 1994 and 1999, a level of growth not reflected in any other sector of the economy. He cautions that a market that is overvalued by historical standards is inherently precarious.
"Irrational Exuberance should be compulsory reading for anybody interested in Wall Street or financially exposed to it; at the moment, that would be roughly everybody in the United States .... " -The Economist Princeton University Press AT FINE BOOKSTORES OR CAll 800-777-4726 • VWM'.PUP.PRINCETON.EDU
